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   CD 1
  Violin Sonata in G minor, L.140 Claude Debussy (1862-1918)
1 I.  Allegro vivo  [5.11]
2 II.  Intermede: Fantastique et leger  [4.45]
3 III.  Finale: Tres anime  [4.35]

  Violin Sonata in B minor, P.110 Ottorino Respighi (1879-1936)
4 I.  Moderato  [9.57]
5 II.  Andante espressivo  [8.59]
6 III.  Passacaglia: Allegro moderato ma energico  [8.11]

  CD 2 
  Five Pieces for Violin & Piano, Op.81 Jean Sibelius (1865-1957)
1 I.  Mazurka  [2.44]
2 II.  Rondino – allegretto grazioso  [2.18]
3 III.  Valse  [3.46]
4 IV.  Aubade  [3.11]
5 V.  Menuetto  [4.50]

  Violin Sonata in E minor, Op.82 Edward Elgar (1857-1934) 
6 I.  Allegro: risoluto  [9.01]
7 II.  Romance  [8.16]
8 III.  Allegro non troppo  [9.22]

  Total timings:   [85.11]
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TAMSIN WALEY-COHEN VIOLIN
HUW WATKINS PIANO

composing prolifically. Yet for me, there is an 
elusive and haunting quality which pervades  
each work, despite their wildly different moods  
and characters, and sound worlds. I hope you  
will enjoy inhabiting these worlds as much as  
I have loved exploring them.

Tamsin Waley-Cohen, February 2014

Music of the Great War
Four Works for Violin and Piano

These four contrasting works were all composed  
as the Great War drew to a close, but none of  
them specifically attempts to conjure up images  
of the conflict, nor act as any kind of  
programmatic memorial to its victims. Rather, 
these works are all conceived as absolute  
music, albeit, in the case of the Elgar and  
Debussy sonatas, imbued with a melancholy  
regret that may have been a reflection of  
those tragic four years.

Claude Debussy (1862-1918) was already 
suffering with the cancer which prematurely  

Artist’s Note

One of the first sonatas to completely capture 
my imagination as a teenager was Debussy’s 
superlative violin sonata. It was therefore a joy 
to discover that these three other wonderful 
works by Elgar, Sibelius, and Respighi were  
also written in and around 1917. Despite it  
being such a violently pivotal year in modern 
European and Russian history, none of these  
four very different composers have written 
explicitly about the War, or the Russian  
Revolution, in these pieces. Yet they still offer 
an insight into how Debussy, Respighi, Sibelius 
and Elgar were thinking, feeling, and of course 
writing at this point in time. All were effected 
unavoidably, and differently, by the events of  
the War, and Sibelius by the Russian Revolution. 
By placing them all side by side, we can explore 
that fascinating, but perhaps unanswerable 
question, of how art relates to its context and  
is impacted by it.

We meet these composers at widely different  
points in their lives, and they are all writing in 
different musical languages. Debussy, at the  
end of his life, Respighi in the first flush of 
fame. Elgar, although not old, enjoying his 
last creative period, Sibelius, in his prime,  
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met a gypsy violinist in Budapest and been 
fascinated by his flamboyant style of playing.  
This may have subconsciously coloured the  
style and mood of parts of the sonata, especially 
the Finale. 

Debussy composed this last movement first 
and it references material in the two preceding 
movements. The opening Allegro vivo is deeply  
felt with its typical theme of falling 3rds  
supported by ravishing harmony, while the  
middle movement Intermede: Fantasque et  
leger, seeks to dispel the sombre mood, being 
unusually bright and capricious.

While the finale (marked Tres anime)  
undoubtedly returns to the earlier mood, it 
nevertheless builds to an ecstatic conclusion, 
which sounds a surprising and definite mood 
of optimism, in spite of Debussy’s own tragic 
circumstances. The premiere took place on 
May 5th 1917 with soloist Gaston Poulet  
accompanied by Debussy himself. It was to be  
his final public performance and he died on  
March 25th the following year, at the age of 58.

The Italian composer Ottorino Respighi (1879-
1936) was an accomplished violinist, violist 
and pianist, chiefly remembered nowadays  

ended his life, when he began to compose his  
Violin Sonata in G minor, L.140. He began to  
sketch the work in 1916 and completed it the 
following year. It was to be his final composition 
and was in fact part of a projected cycle of  
six sonatas for various instruments, of which  
only three were written (the others being for  
Cello and the ravishing Sonata for Flute, Viola  
and Harp).

Its three short movements provide an  
astonishing range of moods and emotions  
within a relatively short time span and, according 
to a typically self-deprecating remark by the 
composer, it represents ‘an example of what  
may be produced by a sick man in time of  
war’. Like Elgar, Debussy was profoundly  
affected by the war. In particular, he wished  
to assert a strong sense of nationalism in his 
music, that bordered on a definite anti-German 
feeling and even signed the score “Claude  
Debussy – musician Francais”.

There is a profound air of melancholic nostalgia 
that imbues this music, and the whole work is 
intricately and subtly linked within its thematic 
scheme. There is also a definite Hungarian  
flavour to the writing, irrespective of Debussy’s 
aim to be resolutely French. In 1910, he had  

for a group of brilliantly orchestrated tone  
poems that vividly describe the vistas of his 
native Italy, so it may surprise some that he 
also composed some exquisite chamber music. 
The Violin Sonata in B minor, P.110 was  
written in 1917, just after his international  
fame had begun, with the acclaimed  
performances of the first of these  
aforementioned tone poems, The Fountains of 
Rome. It is actually his second sonata for the 
instrument; an earlier work in D minor was 
completed in 1897.

Respighi had a lyrical, melodic gift and wrote 
most effectively for the violin, as can be heard 
here. The sonata is a major work, in three 
impassioned movements. The free rhythms 
and constantly changing metre of the first  
movement, the ravishing, ever-shifting harmony 
of the second and the brilliant and unusual 
passacaglia that underpins the structure of  
the last movement, always makes this highly 
romantic music seem fresh, with many  
unexpected melodic and harmonic turns.

The opening is hauntingly beautiful, with  
intensely rhapsodic writing for the violin and  
this mood is sustained throughout the work. In 
the slow movement, the music becomes almost 

operatic in its lyrical outpouring. The piano  
writing is big-boned, frequently reminiscent 
of Brahms. In fact, the connection with the 
German master may extend to the form of the 
last movement. Around this time, Respighi had  
become interested in the music of the baroque 
period (his popular Ancient Airs and Dances  
was also written in 1917) which may have 
influenced his decision to use a passacaglia 
(a set of free variations on a repeated bass  
melody) for his finale, although I believe it 
was the last movement of Brahms’ Fourth  
Symphony (perhaps the greatest use of this  
formal device in the romantic repertory) which 
inspired him. The sonata was first performed 
on March 3rd 1918 by Federico Sarti with the 
composer at the piano.

Jean Sibelius (1865-1957) loved the violin. 
His ambition had originally been to become a  
violinist, but his compositional skill soon  
exceeded his instrumental abilities. Like Elgar, 
his hugely successful Violin Concerto has  
tended to draw attention from his other  
string works, of which there is a surprisingly 
substantial amount. 

For financial expediency, Sibelius composed  
many short pieces for the instrument during 
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of an 18th-century dance but a genuine attempt  
to evoke the classical period, its vigorous use of 
the trill providing a vibrant, masculine flavour.

Sir Edward Elgar (1857-1934) had actually  
begun to compose a violin sonata in 1887 but  
set it aside and never completed it. The Violin 
Sonata in E minor, Op 82 suffered no such 
problems and was written in the space of  
less than a month. It has been somewhat  
overshadowed by his Violin Concerto, and it is  
only recently that it has become a repertory  
staple. The sonata belongs to the group of late 
works that included the Cello Concerto and  
the String Quartet (both of which are  
incidentally, in the same key), and was  
completed on September 15th 1918. 

The war had a profound effect on Elgar,  
rendering him almost silent, musically speaking. 
This can be felt in the music he composed as it 
came to an end. The Violin Sonata is cast in 
three striking movements. Its opening Allegro: 
risoluto presents a bold, virile, frequently 
restless theme and in the first four bars we  
find the kernel of everything that follows. A 
typically descending Elgarian motif gives  
way to a vigorous treatment, before the lyrical, 
touching, second subject appears. The restless 

the First World War (orchestras struggled,  
as musicians were called to the front).  
However, these inventive miniatures are sadly 
neglected nowadays. 

The Five Pieces for Violin and Piano, Op.81  
were composed between 1915 and 1918 and  
while published as a set, each can stand on its 
own. The music does not reflect the tragedy of  
war at any point and like similar occasional  
pieces written by Kreisler, each has an  
abundance of charm and melodic invention. 

The Mazurka (written first, in 1915) is the most 
demanding technically, opening in a cadenza-
like manner and replete with huge leaps in the  
melody, with much double stopping and other 
virtuoso effects. The Rondino – allegretto  
grazioso, dates from 1917 and is written in a 
quasi-Rococo style. The Valse (also 1917) is 
languorous and beguiling with a most inventive 
middle section. It has a similar flavour to Elgar’s 
Chanson du Matin. 

Aubade (composed 1918 – the title means  
‘morning song’) has a Mozartian delicacy about  
it, with a lovely singing melody supported  
by the busy piano figuration. Finally, the  
Menuetto (also 1918) is by no means a pastiche  

mood returns in the development section and  
in the coda. 

In contrast, the middle movement, Romance 
(marked Andante) which is the emotional heart  
of the work, has a beautiful, long-breathed  
melody that is strongly reminiscent of those 
found in both the Violin and Cello concerti. Like 
a soliloquy, the violin seems to improvise on  
the music. The sonata was written at  
‘Brinkwells’, his country house in West Sussex,  
and Elgar’s wife noted that this Andante  
was inspired by the magic of the nearby  
Fittleworth woods. 

In a letter, Elgar himself described it as a 
“fantastic, curious movement with a very 
expressive middle section”. He went on: “The 
last movement is very broad and soothing, like 
the last movement of the second symphony…” 
In fact, the final Allegro non troppo subtly  
recalls the opening movement and brings the 
work to a joyous and optimistic conclusion,  
albeit marked with a touching reference at the  
end, just before the coda, to the dolcissimo  
theme of the slow movement. This relates to 
the sonata’s dedicatee, Marie Joshua who died 
suddenly, the day before he completed it. Like so 
much of Elgar’s music, there is a hidden agenda.

The sonata was first performed on August 21  
1919 by W. H. Reed with the noted conductor  
Sir Landon Ronald at the piano. 

© Brendan G Carroll, 2014 
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TAMSIN WALEY-COHEN

Described by The Times as a violinist “who held 
us rapt in daring and undaunted performances” 
and by The Guardian as a performer of “fearless 
intensity”, Tamsin Waley-Cohen enjoys an 
adventurous and varied career. In addition to 
concerts with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, 
London Philharmonic Orchestra, BBC Concert 
Orchestra, and others, she has been associate 
artist with Orchestra of the Swan, and works  
with conductors including Andrew Litton, Jose 
Serebrier and Tamas Vasary. Performances  
have taken her across Europe and to the USA, 
playing venues such as the Barbican, Wigmore 
Hall, Symphony Hall Birmingham, Bridgewater  
Hall Manchester and the Great Hall, Liszt  
Academy. She has been artist in residence at 
festivals including Frome and Roman River.

She enjoys a duo partnership with Huw Watkins, 
whose Concertino she premiered, and together 
they have recorded for Champs Hill and Signum 
Records, for whom she is a “Signum Classics 
Artist”. She has also premiered works, many 
written for her, by composers including Joseph 
Phibbs, Richard Causton, and Torsten Rasch. 
Her love of chamber music led her to start  
the Honeymead Festival, now in its 8th year 

and she recently joined the acclaimed London  
Bridge Ensemble, with whom she now performs 
regularly. Tamsin is also Artistic Director of 
the Sunday Series at London’s Tricycle Theatre,  
for which she was named one of Evening  
Standards 1000 most influential Londoners.

Her teachers included Ruggiero Ricci, Andras 
Keller, and Schmuel Ashkenasi, and she studied 
with Itzhak Rashkovsky at the Royal College of 
Music, where she won all available prizes.

Since 2007 she has played the 1721 ex-Fenyves 
Stradivarius violin.

© Patrick Allen
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HUW WATKINS

Huw Watkins was born in Wales in 1976. 
Studied piano with Peter Lawson at Chetham’s 
School of Music and composition with Robin  
Holloway, Alexander Goehr and Julian Anderson 
at Cambridge and the Royal College of Music. 
He was awarded the RCM’s Constant and Kit 
Lambert Junior Fellowship in 2001 and he is 
currently Professor of Composition at the Royal 
Academy of Music and has been appointed as 
the Royal Philharmonic Society and PRS for 
Music Foundation’s Composer in the House  
with Orchestra of the Swan from 2012 until  
2014, during which he will be writing a number  
of new works.

Huw Watkins is in great demand as composer 
and pianist. He is regularly heard on BBC Radio 
3 both as a soloist and chamber musician. He 
has a strong commitment to the performance of 
new music, and has given many premieres. He 
was Featured Composer at the 2009 Presteigne 
Festival of Music and the Arts, and Composer in 
Residence at both the 2011 Heimbach Festival  
(at the invitation of Lars Vogt) and Nürnberg 
Festival. Watkins was named winner of the  
Vocal Award at the 2011 British Composer  
Awards for his Five Larkin Songs which he 

premiered with Carolyn Sampson at the 2010 
Weekend of English Song in Ludlow. A disc of  
his music was released by NMC in 2012. Huw  
has also recorded for Chandos and Signum.

Recorded in St George’s Church, Brandon Hill, Bristol, UK from 25-27 November 2013. 
Producer & Editor – Nicholas Parker 
Balance Engineer – Andrew Mellor 

Assistant Engineer – Claire Hay
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Rachmaninov: Works for Violin & Piano
Hideko Udagawa violin
Konstantin Lifschitz piano
SIGCD164

“A pupil of Nathan Milstein, Hideko Udagawa retains the 
Master’s nobility throughout a programme of Rachmaninov 
transcriptions centered on Mikhailovsky’s skilful adaptation of 
the Cello Sonata.” 
BBC Music Magazine, Performance  +++++

Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto in D minor
Concerto for Violin, Piano & Strings
Tamsin Waley-Cohen violin, Huw Watkins piano
Orchestra of the Swan, David Curtis conductor
SIGCD342

“Waley-Cohen and Huw Watkins take their cue from the 
orchestra in giving an exuberant performance of the Piano  
and Violin Concerto. You’d never guess that it was tricky  
stuff to coordinate: all the witty repartee is there, as is the 
charm, the brilliance, the drama and the infectious sense  
of fun.”  Gramophone
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   CD 1
  Violin Sonata in G minor, L.140 Claude Debussy (1862-1918)
1 I.  Allegro vivo  [5.11]
2 II.  Intermede: Fantastique et leger  [4.45]
3 III.  Finale: Tres anime  [4.35]

  Violin Sonata in B minor, P.110 Ottorino Respighi (1879-1936)
4 I.  Moderato  [9.57]
5 II.  Andante espressivo  [8.59]
6 III.  Passacaglia: Allegro moderato ma energico  [8.11]

  CD 2 
  Five Pieces for Violin & Piano, Op.81 Jean Sibelius (1865-1957)
1 I.  Mazurka  [2.44]
2 II.  Rondino – allegretto grazioso  [2.18]
3 III.  Valse  [3.46]
4 IV.  Aubade  [3.11]
5 V.  Menuetto  [4.50]

  Violin Sonata in E minor, Op.82 Edward Elgar (1857-1934) 
6 I.  Allegro: risoluto  [9.01]
7 II.  Romance  [8.16]
8 III.  Allegro non troppo  [9.22]

  Total timings:   [85.11]
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